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Atlanta pioneers technology to support 
growth and equity
Water is critical to Atlanta’s future
In the past, cities and businesses have generally viewed water as a low-cost resource and, therefore, not a strategic 

priority. Now, water has emerged as a critical economic, environmental, and social issue. Corporations and the 

public sector are putting more focus on data-driven water management to sustain municipal vitality while defraying 

cost and risk.

Atlanta is the ninth largest metropolitan area in the US and home to diverse communities with a broad range of 

priorities and needs. With a GDP of $422.2B, Atlanta’s growth is fueled by the world’s busiest airport, multiple Fortune 

500 companies, and over ninety higher educational institutions, all of which are dependent on water. Aging systems, 

scarcity and growing demand are pressuring the city’s ability to provide clean, affordable water. As part of its strategic 

vision, Atlanta’s city administration has committed to improving city infrastructure to ensure access to affordable 

water for commercial and residential tenants.

Wole Ralph, Sr. Director of Strategy and Operations of Atlanta Watershed, discusses why pioneering technology for 

large water meter performance has been a critical piece of executing Atlanta’s strategic vision.



Modernizing Atlanta’s Water Infrastructure
Atlanta’s water infrastructure includes 180,000 meters. Ninety percent of these meters are residential, and 10% serve 

commercial and industrial consumers. While there are many more residential meters, large meters account for 70% 

of Watershed’s revenue. Large water meters, in general, are much more complex, difficult to maintain and can fail at 

any time regardless of age or cumulative service volume. Utilities risk losing a large percentage of revenue if they are 

unable to understand when and how these meters fail.

Atlanta had already adopted smart metering and was using industry best practices to test and maintain large 

meters, including flow testing. If customers alerted the utility of any possible issues, such as billing discrepancies or 

unexpected changes in usage, the utility would send a field service member to visually inspect meters for problems.

New Insights lead to revenue recovery and more
In sum, the utility knew their large meters were not accurately registering water use for their largest customers. 

With the resources they had, they were unable to diagnose performance deficits undermining their ability to bill 

their largest consumers accurately, nor did they have the data to address deficits quickly and efficiently.  

Olea Edge Analytics presented the Meter Health Analytics (MHA) solution that would enable Atlanta to use data 

from the internal components of the meters to continuously monitor and maintain their large meter fleet. The data 

was analyzed to give the utility actionable information to quickly understand how to repair their large meters.

Atlanta chose to deploy MHA on 19 meters as a demonstration of technology and to 

validate that they could recover revenue by repairing issues identified by Olea’s solution. 

Initial results showed that 53% (10/19) of tested meters were not performing 

to specification. The most common fault was crossover failure. After repairing meters, 

Atlanta calculated that they could recover $1,007,122.20 in annualized revenue 

just by repairing the issues on the initial 10 meters.

Ralph stated that while both processes helped, flow testing could only be done 

every 1-3 years. In addition, flow testing does not assess a meter’s performance 

in its native operational environment and, of course, cannot identify problems 

that crop up in between scheduled tests. Visual inspections enabled crews to 

detect leaks and issues related to gross failures but not internal component 

failures that could contribute to performance deficits.

Annual water audits and billing indicated that there were discrepancies between 

water delivered and water billed for their largest consumers, but these industry 

best practices were unable to help them identify specific causes of large meter 

inaccuracies. Finally, maintenance crews typically would not have sufficient 

information to repair meters with one truckroll. 
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To identify additional revenue opportunities, optimize asset lifecycle management and defray cost of their AMI 

programs, Atlanta converted their pilot into a full-scale deployment. Phase 1 of the expansion included 700 more 

meters. After analysis, 86% percent did not perform up to manufacturer’s specifications. The top three issues 

impacting compound meters were crossover (74%), hi-flow regulation (33%), and low-flow regulation (21%). The top 

issues affecting simple meters were sizing/type (93%), flow regulation (11%), backflow (11%), and leakage (11%).

The most immediate tangible benefit was revenue recovery. Recovered revenue meant that the utility could stabilize 

water rates and move forward with other capital improvement projects that had been postponed.

Ralph also said, “Gaining more situational awareness around meter health 

was significant, but also significant to us was knowing what repair was needed. 

Prior to implementing the meter health analytics solution, the utility’s field 

staff was not able to examine the internal components of the meter. If there 

was no leaking, the meter was assumed to work.”

Atlanta also noticed an unexpected benefit. The solution enabled field staff 

to test whether or not a meter was performing better immediately after the 

repair. Because they were able to see the result of their work in real time, it 

reinforced training and created more interest in replicating that work. Ralph 

added, “Not only have we increased the value of each truckroll, but we’re 

seeing more employee engagement.”
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Looking back, then forward 
To conclude, Ralph reflected on the importance of this technology. He stated, “Compared to 5 or 10 years ago, clean 

water is much more expensive to produce. That expense has now moved to the customer, and as a result, there are a 

lot more eyes on the utility. Historically, utilities have accepted unknown water losses and assumed that most loss is 

occurring through the distribution infrastructure and not the metering environment.”

Now, we need to challenge those assumptions. We’ve discovered that some of our biggest losses are on the large 

meter side both in terms of volume and revenue. Adopting technology like MHA is crucial because it enables us to make 

sure we are billing our largest customers accurately. Putting the solution in helps stabilize rates and lower costs for 

everyday residents, who are hurt the most.

Moving forward, having accurate meter data will help Atlanta modernize operations in other ways. Watershed’s 

customers, like Coca-Cola, Home Depot, Honeywell and Google, are used to a world in which they can get instant 

access to data. Ralph remarked, “They expect granularity in everything that they do, including their relationship with 

their water utility. If there is an issue, their expectation is that somebody at the water utility is going to tell them 

about it. If there is a question around their water usage, they want to go back into the day and into the hour to see 

what was happening. Their expectations are redefining how the utility addresses customer experience.”
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About Olea 
Founded in 2014, Olea Edge Analytics is committed to a safe, equitable and sustainable water future.

Olea was founded with the main purpose of creating technology robust and scalable enough to empower utilities to 

understand and address issues affecting sustainable access to safe, clean and affordable water.  

Our people are focused on applying the latest technology to collect, analyze, and create actionable intelligence that 

helps utilities optimize performance of critical water infrastructure assets. Our solutions empower field teams, support 

accurate billing, reduce non-revenue water and promote data-driven asset lifecycle management.

The Department of Watershed Management is dedicated to providing the highest 

quality drinking water and wastewater services to residential, businesses and wholesale 

customers at the lowest possible cost, while protecting urban waterways, conserving 

natural resources, and providing clean, safe water for downstream customers.
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Including Olea’s MHA as part of infrastructure upgrades has helped Atlanta Watershed align maintenance 

process with revenue recapture, improve operational transparency, build employee engagement and 

customer trust. Looking forward, Atlanta Watershed is expanding their MHA deployment to scale these 

benefits to help the city achieve its vision of balancing growth, inclusion and resilience..


